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Hot Topic Report Fall 2017

Shopping and hopping go hand in hand for today’s grocery consumers. The days of one-stop  

grocery shopping are a thing of the past as 76 percent of shoppers visit more than one retailer  

for groceries each week. Shoppers are also shopping more often with 47 percent shopping at  

least twice a week. In this report, Acosta examines what drives shopping trips and how it  

impacts retailers and CPG companies. 

Trip Drivers
Top influencers driving shopper traffic



Seventy-six percent of shoppers “hop” from retailer to retailer, or e-tailer in some 

cases, each week in their pursuit of grocery and staple items. Of the 76 percent  

of consumers who shop more than one retailer weekly:

- Forty-four percent visit two retailers 

- Twenty-three percent visit three retailers 

- Nine percent visit four or more retailers 

The group doing the most retailer hopping is Millennials. Forty-four percent  

of Millennials shop three or more retailers weekly. 

Retailer hopping, although popular, can be  

unpredictable in frequency and channel. Some 

shoppers - six percent of overall shoppers and  

24 percent of Millennials - shop daily (Acosta  

Custom Survey) and some shop more than one 

retailer a day (InfoScout). Often shoppers’ first  

and second trips of the day are similar in the 

amount that is spent.
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Most shoppers do the “retail hop” and frequency varies

Number of retailers shopped weekly

Source: Acosta Custom Survey

Source: InfoScout
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KPIs by Trip (Grocery Purchases)

Top Retailers Visited for Grocery Trips
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Most shoppers do the “retail hop” and frequency varies

Price is the biggest motivator for shoppers engaging in retailer hopping. 

However, price is not the only driver for shoppers to visit more than 

one retailer weekly. In addition to price, other major motivators include 

quality, availability (which includes brand selection and fresh foods) 

and convenience.

Conventional grocery stores are taking the hardest hit from retailer hopping behaviors. The grocery store still earns 42 percent of all sales but  

that percentage has stayed flat for at least the last five years and trips are declining. Shoppers still frequent their neighborhood grocery store but are 

shifting more of their trips to other channels, including eCommerce. Meanwhile, supercenters continue to expand, both by adding stores and gaining 

more shoppers. Walmart added 98 stores from 2016 to 2017.
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What are the motivators?

Trips by channel

On average, how often do shoppers shop for groceries?

Why do you shop at more than one retailer?

Total store sales

60% Price
Some products  
are priced lower  
at certain retailers

33% Availability
Not all products/
brands are available 
at the one retailer

41% Quality
Some retailers 
carry better quality 
products in certain 
categories

23% Convenience
I vary where I shop by 
where I am (ex. on the 
way home from work)
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Once every
couple of weeks

Avg. grocery store  
visit frequency
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Source: Acosta Custom Survey
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For their part, value and premier fresh grocery stores currently lead the 

way on increasing their shopper base, especially with new store openings. 

Again it’s the core shopper motivators that are driving more shoppers to 

seek out value and premiere retailers. Value grocery retailers like Aldi and 

Lidl are finding traction with everyday lower price, faster checkouts, store 

brands and the ease of shopping in a smaller footprint store. Premier 

fresh retailers like Whole Foods, Trader Joe’s and Wegmans are engaging  

shoppers with higher quality fresh foods, unique items, more natural/ 

organic assortment and a high level of customer service. However, to  

keep things in perspective, shopping trips are still mostly stagnant  

for this group of retailers and they see a fraction of the sales volume  

compared to conventional grocery and supercenters.

eCommerce
Online grocery shopping continues to grow in 

popularity but its real impact on grocery is still 

relatively small especially in certain categories.  

More retailers are now taking notice and  

finding ways to address the convenience and 

variety offered through eCommerce because  

its impact will continue to grow. Currently 68 percent of overall shoppers  

do not purchase groceries of any kind online. While 19 percent of shoppers  

said they are making fewer trips to brick-and-mortar stores due to online  

grocery shopping, only 10 percent of total grocery sales source from online.  

The largest department, grocery, is even lower at 3 percent. (Nielsen Total 

Store Report 52 Weeks ending July 1, 2017)
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Value and premier fresh grocery formats

Dog Supplies

Hair Care

Lotions & Moisturizers

Cat Supplies

Men/Women Razors
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Dog Food & Treats
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Dietary Supplements

Household Batteries

Major Category
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9.0%

8.7%

HH Penetration 
(Amongst Online HHs)

Source: InfoScout

Top CPG Categories  
Purchased Online



Price 
Amid rising competition, pricing has taken center stage. Sixty percent of shoppers  

shop more than one retailer because some products are priced lower at certain stores.  

New retailer entrants with heavy discount business models are influencing this  

dynamic. While many shoppers are willing to retailer hop for the best prices on  

certain items, this may become less of a factor as price wars become fiercer and  

prices are driven even lower.

Key value items (KVIs) 

With stiff competition on price and the pressure of a digital environment which allows 

for easy and instant price checking across retailers, retailers and brands may be tempted 

to lower their prices to stay competitive. Competing on price is not sustainable over the 

long run as already razor-thin margins are further eroded. Identifying KVIs is an effective 

approach for delivering on price without eroding margins. It is imperative to identify 

KVIs at the retailer level that resonate with shoppers, relative to the retailers’ demographics, 

as well as what those shoppers perceive to have the most value to drive trips and basket size. 

Since we live in an ever-changing retail landscape, retailers need to be flexible and adapt 

KVIs as necessary to respond to changing consumer demands and competitive influences.

Private label

Another counterbalance to the price wars is the increasing preference for high quality store 

brands or private label. Store brands are being marketed to be true standalone brands instead  

of “me too” brands, and many shoppers are choosing which store to shop based on how much  

they like the store brand.
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Top shopping trip drivers: Price, fresh foods and brands

I will choose which store to shop for specific products 
based on how much I like their store brand

Fall 2012

39%

Fall 2014

42%

Fall 2016

48%

Fall 2013

45%

Fall 2015

49%

Source: Acosta Custom The Why? Behind the BuyTM study
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Fresh foods 
Fresh foods drive frequent shopping trips. In fact, 37 percent of overall 

shoppers make multiple trips weekly to ensure their food is fresh, and 

Millennials and Gen X shop fresh even more  frequently. Within the fresh 

food category, there are three  categories making up 71 percent of the $1.7 

billion growth: Fruit, prepared foods and vegetables. These are the areas 

of opportunity for retailers. Drilling down further on current trends, the 

primary drivers are:

Fruit – berries and avocados

Deli prepared foods – sushi is key, which drives 29 percent  

of dollar growth but salads, sandwiches and prepared rotisserie 

chickens are also growing strong

Vegetables – packaged salad and side dishes  

(ex. pre-washed, cut cauliflower, broccoli)

Prepared foods 
According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics’ 2016 Consumer  

Expenditure Survey, 44 percent of food expenditures occur away from 

home which is up 4.9 percent versus the previous year. Consumers  

continue to dine out for a variety of reasons and the trend has elevated 

the need for grocery retailers to offer a quick and easy solution in the 

form of prepared foods.

With 37 percent of shoppers reporting they don’t have time to figure  

out what to have for dinner, citing their busy lifestyles and dinner  

typically being a last-minute decision, prepared foods such as sushi  

and rotisserie chicken offer a solution. It is evident that the demand is there  

and growing especially with younger shoppers.

I make multiple trips or have multiple  
deliveries weekly to ensure my food is fresh

% of dollar growth – fresh foods

% of shoppers who feel that figuring out what to have for  
dinner is a challenge due to their busy lifestyle and lack of time

Millennials
51%

Silent
20%

Gen X
42%

Boomers
29%

All  
Shoppers

Millennials Gen X Boomers Silent

37%

65%
47%

25% 22%

Fruit 
31%

Veggies 
11%

Other
Produce 
9%

Desserts 
8%

All Other 
12%

Deli Prepared Foods 
29%

Source: Acosta Custom Survey

Source: FreshFacts

Source: Acosta Custom Survey



Brands create loyal shoppers by delivering a tried-and-true 

product and, in today’s world, connecting with shoppers from 

a digital platform to share their story and connect. From an  

in-store traffic perspective, shoppers will hop to different  

retailers to find their favorite brands.  Brand preference drives 

traffic across all income brackets. 

Brands

Innovation and variety 
Innovation and variety are strong areas of opportunity for CPG companies, especially when competing with private label. CPG companies have the knowledge, 

risk appetite and resources to innovate products, build brands and capture shopper loyalty. Shoppers desire new products and variety and a strong brand has 

the power to drive a trip.

Build trust 
A brand is built over time and trust results from investment in 

shoppers: offering quality products that stand the test of time,  

going out on a ledge to offer new and exciting products that align 

with changing consumer demand, connecting with their hearts and 

minds and engaging them via in-store tactics, digital platforms 

and social media. Shoppers seek out valued, trusted brands. They  

appreciate that trusted brands simplify their selection process  

while shopping. While this is true for all shoppers to some extent, 

family households rely on brands the most.
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While grocery shopping, what would you prefer to see?

% of shoppers that strongly agree/agree 
that brands simplify the selection process

% of shoppers that shop more than one retailer  
due to not finding all the brands they want at one

All Shoppers BoomersGen X SilentMillennials

Private label + one or two 
branded options

Multiple brands and private 
label options

No preference

10% 12%
7%

10%

65% 67%

55%

25% 25% 26% 26%
17%

67%
63%

16%

All  
Shoppers

43%

1 Person
Household

32%

2 Person
Household

37%

3 Person
Household

52%

4 Person
Household

54%

All  
Shoppers

<$20,000 $20,000-
39,999

$40,000-
74,999

$75,000-
124,999

$125,000-
199,999

>$199,999

33%
28% 31% 34% 34%

40% 37%

Source: Acosta Custom Survey

Source: Acosta Custom Survey

Source: Acosta Custom Survey
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Recommendations/Ways to Win
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Acosta is the sales and marketing powerhouse behind most of the trusted brands seen in stores every day. The company provides a range of outsourced sales,  
marketing and retail merchandising services throughout the U.S. and Canada. Visit www.acosta.com to learn more. For more information about this Hot Topic  
report or other strategic insights research, email thoughtleadership@acosta.com. 

Get on shoppers’ radar before they enter the store 
Fifty-two percent of shoppers always plan their grocery trip. Getting their attention early on can help 

influence their trip and purchase. From a digital perspective, provide relevant/personalized coupons, 

suggested recipes, recent purchases and pertinent sale items via cutting-edge technology to make it  

a quick and easy process.

Keep shopping fun 
Shopping is enjoyable for many – 62 percent enjoy it. Keep improving and enhancing the shopping  

experience to keep shoppers engaged and loyal. Customer satisfaction is a critical component of  

keeping the shopping experience pleasurable – develop talent and leadership within your employees.

Commit to your loyal core 
No retailer can be everything to everyone, but retaining your shoppers’ core trips is key in today’s  

retailer hopping environment. Understand what motivates and influences your core shoppers’  

behaviors and stay committed to them via big data.  

Solve mealtime 
For 44 percent of shoppers, figuring out meals that are healthy and convenient for their family is a pain 

point. Make it easier on them with meals kits/prepared foods, recipe cards and other programs. Focus 

on fresh foods that taste great but are also authentic and transparent. Consider expanding reach by 

offering restricted diet options such as gluten free, paleo and vegetarian.

Don’t get pricing tunnel vision 
Avoid pricing wars that drive sales into the ground. Not every shopper is focused exclusively on price; 

many place a higher value on quality, assortment and experience. Instead of going to battle, focus on 

driving value by building upon your key competitive advantages and differentiators.  

Build brand loyalty
Continue to build shopper brand loyalty and trust with product innovation, variety and engaging  

digital programs.

Align space with consumer demands
Every store is unique and demands will vary but focus on macro trends that apply to almost everyone.  

Natural/organic foods have become not only more affordable and accessible but consumers continue 

to adopt healthier lifestyles – build on this momentum by expanding offerings and in-store placement.

facebook.com/AcostaSales instagram.com/acostasalesandmarketing twitter.com/AcostaSaleslinkedin.com/company/acosta-sales-&-marketing


